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Yosh, “The cover is pretty. I got the earlier version but my instructor has this version. Both are
beautifully illustrated. It has examples of pictures related to each chapter. In some timelines, the
instructor preferred the earlier version but the new one has the same pictures only presented a
little different in some cases.”

Roseline, “Interesting read. I gave it four stars because it seems as though the book really
covers the history of costume. I would definitely recommend it as it has lots of information. The
study guide is an added bonus. I bought it for a class I'm taking but I'm sure I'll be keeping it for a
while.”

Stephanie, “This book came in great condition. I am using it for my costume .... This book came
in great condition. I am using it for my costume history class and I love it. This is a book that I will
continue to reference for my costume making purposes for a long time. This book is super
detailed.”

Anna, “Great reference. Originally a school required book but stayed relevant and helpful into
adult life.”

M. Bast, “Amazing!. I am so glad that I bought this book and didn't rent it for my class. It is great!
It goes through every time period up until today. The book itself is organizes amazingly! The
whole book is in color which is great because you can finally see the costumes in color (the last
edition was in black and white).”

yuko, “This book was a text book of my fashion history .... This book was a text book of my
fashion history class.  It had lots of information and was very interesting.”

Cheylynne, “The reason I purchased the book instead of renting it was because it's so beautiful
and would make a great coffee table book. Bought it for a fashion class, and used it to study. The
reason I purchased the book instead of renting it was because it's so beautiful and would make
a great coffee table book. It would be a great housewarming gift for a fashionista.”

pia, “Five Stars. great book and great quality very happy with this product”

AJ, “College book. Book for college. Can't go wrong I guess.Print and paper quality is great.”

Lulu, “Five Stars. Great book for Fashion Designers seeking for a deeper concept”

PAULA, “Five Stars. This book is wonderful. Totally worth it”



Ebook Library Reader, “Great book! Provides a great historical account of fashion .... Great
book!  Provides a great historical account of fashion evolution. A must for any history buff!”

The book by Lyndie Wright has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 149 people have provided feedback.
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